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Review of “Stream temperature data collection standards for Alaska: minimum standards to generate data useful for
regional-scale analyses” by Mauger et al.
I found this manuscript to present a brief, but useful summary of basic considerations for collecting reliable temperature
data for building a regional temperature database. After reading this manuscript several times, I was left to conclude that
it is not necessarily something that I would recommend for publication in a journal such as the Journal of Hydrology. I am
not sure the authors consulted guidelines for this journal before submitting, which state that a full paper “is a contribution
describing original research, including theoretical exposition, extensive data and in-depth critical evaluation, and is peer
reviewed.” There is not a lot of original research presented here and what few data or analyses are presented are pretty
simple and straightforward - not new. I could not consider this to be a review either, due to lack of a comprehensive review
or synthesis of the broader literature on the topic. Although the document has a utility for the particular application in
Alaska, there are literally dozens and dozens of documents prepared for similar purposes in different states, for different
agencies, et cetera. So what I can say is “great job” to the authors, but that in my view this is not the kind of article that was
meant to be published in this journal. It’s not original enough and is not strongly research oriented, etc., as speciﬁed in the
guide to authors.Anonymous
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